Horror Films

This cinematic genre incorporates unsettling movies that elicit the emotions of fear, disgust and horror from viewers. They often feature scenes that startle the viewer with the macabre and the supernatural, thus frequently overlapping with the fantasy and science fiction genres. Horrors can also overlap with thrillers.

**Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter (DVD SCI-FI ABR)** 105 min. 2012. Abraham Lincoln, history's greatest hunter of the undead, must risk the presidency, his family, and his life to protect America from the bloodthirsty vampires.

**The Abyss (DVD SCI-FI ABY)** 171 min. 1989. When a nuclear submarine mysteriously sinks, the Navy commandeers the crew of a civilian deep sea oil rig to help in the rescue. This perilous mission becomes an odyssey into the unknown as forces from the ocean's deepest region begin to make contact with the divers.

**Alien (DVD SCI-FI ABY)** 116 min. 1979. A mindless, savage, and merciless alien is attacking the crew of an intergalactic freighter, and it must be stopped before they are all killed.

**Altered States (DVD SCI-FI ALT)** 102 min. 1980. A research scientist experiments with altered states of consciousness and discovers incredible horrors in secret landscapes of the mind.

**American Psycho (DVD ACTION AME)** 102 min. 2000. A handsome young man with a Harvard education and success on Wall Street has terrible urges that take him in pursuit of women, greed, and murder.

**An American Werewolf in London (DVD SCI-FI AME)** 98 min. 1981. A werewolf attacks two American students on a walking tour of England, and one is killed. The survivor has nightmares in which his dead friend and other victims ask that he release them from their curse. Laced with dry humor and a great soundtrack, this is a modern horror classic.

**The Amityville Horror (DVD SCI-FI AMI)** 119 min. 1979. Based on a true story claimed by writer Jay Anson, this film is about a large house on the coast of Long Island. George and Kathy Lutz and their three children move into what they hope will be their dream house. Instead, they are subjected to the horrors of a murderous presence. Re-made in 2005 (89 min.).

**Army of Darkness (DVD SCI-FI ARM)** 81 min. 1992. Forced to lead a makeshift Dark Ages army against the demonic Deadites, who posses all the deadly magic of Hell, the shot-gun toting, chainsaw-armed, reluctant 20th century time traveler Ash must save the living from the dead, rescue his medieval girlfriend, and get back to his own time.

**Attack of the Killer Tomatoes! (DVD SCI-FI ATT)** 90 min. 1978. A group of scientists band together to save the world from mutated tomatoes that kill!

**The Birds (DVD SCI-FI BIR)** 120 min. 1963. In this Alfred Hitchcock classic, a wealthy San Francisco playgirl (Tippi Hedren) pursues a potential boyfriend (Rod Taylor) to a small California town, where birds of all kinds begin to attack the town’s people with increasing numbers and viciousness.
The Blair Witch Project (DVD SCI-FI BLA) 87 min. 1999. Three film students go to Maryland to make a film about a local urban legend, the Blair Witch. They go into the woods to find the witch and never return. A year later, their film is found in the woods. Supposedly, the footage was compiled and made into this movie.

Brotherhood of the Wolf (DVD FOREIGN BRO) 151 min. 2002. When a mysterious beast ravages the countryside, two unlikely heroes are called in to fight the evil. The only way they can save the land from this unspeakable terror is to face their greatest fears, unearth a dark power, and reveal a deadly secret.

Buffy, the Vampire Slayer (DVD COMEDY BUF) 86 min. 1992. A popular California high school girl is selected by a mysterious old man to kill the vampires that are terrorizing Los Angeles. Although it could put a serious crimp in her shopping, Buffy takes on the ghouls with the help of a handsome drifter and incurs the wrath of the chief vampire!

The Burrowers (DVD SCI-FI BUR) 124 min. 2008. In the 1879 Dakota Territories, a brave rescue party sets out to find a family of settlers who, they believe, were abducted by Indians. However, the group finds out that their prey is far more terrifying that anything human, and their prospects are far more terrible than death.

The Cabin in the Woods (DVD SCI-FI CAB) 95 min. 2012. A rambunctious group of college friends steal away for a weekend of debauchery in a country cabin, only to be attacked by supernatural creatures in a night of terror and bloodshed. As the teens exhibit standard horror movie behavior, a group of technicians in a control room scrutinize and sometimes control every move the terrified kids make. Do they have any chance of escape?

Carnival of Souls (DVD DRAMA CAR) 82 min. 1962. A church organist inexplicably survives a car wreck and is haunted by visions of ghouls who seem to be following her.

The Cat People, Curse of the Cat People (DVD SCI-FI CAT) Cat People: 73 min. 1942. A woman fears that an ancient curse will be transform her into a panther if aroused to passion, anger, or jealousy. The Curse of the Cat People: 70 min. 1944. A young girl creates an imaginary friend, based on a picture of her father's long-dead first wife.

The Classic Sci-Fi Ultimate Collection (DVD SCI-FI CLA) The six DVDs in this set contain 10 films: Tarantula (81 min., 1955); The Mole People (78 min., 1956); The Incredible Shrinking Man (81 min., 1957); The Monolith Monsters (78 min., 1957); Monster on the Campus (77 min., 1958); Dr. Cyclops (78 min., 1940); Cult of the Cobra (80 min., 1955); The Land Unknown (79 min., 1957); The Deadly Mantis (79 min., 1957); The Leech Woman (78 min., 1959).

Cloverfield (DVD SCI-FI CLO) 84 min. 2008. Rob is preparing to leave New York to take a job in Japan. At his goodbye party, a guest tapes the party over old footage of Rob's ex-girlfriend, Beth. Beth shows up at the party with a new beau. Then the unexpected happens: New York is suddenly under attack from a monster who stomps through midtown, bent on destruction. Rob and his friends take to the streets to rescue an injured Beth.

The Crazies (DVD SCI-FI CRA) 101 min. 2010. After a strange toxin contaminates the water supply in a small town in Iowa, the residents are suddenly turned into bloodthirsty psychopaths. The town sheriff does all he can to make sense of the outbreak, as his wife and two other unaffected people fight for their survival.

The Creature from the Black Lagoon: the Legacy Collection (DVD SCI-FI CRE) 241 min. These black and white films include Creature from the Black Lagoon (1954), Revenge of the Creature (1955), and The Creature Walks Among Us (1956). A scientific expedition discovers a prehistoric gilled man in the Black Lagoon.
**Creepshow (DVD SCI-FI CRE)** 120 min. 1982. This is a film of five shocking yarns, each a virtuoso exercise in the ghouls-and-gags style of classic '50s horror comics.

**Dark Shadows (DVD SCI-FI DAR)** 113 min. 2012. Imprisoned vampire Barnabas Collins is inadvertently freed from his tomb and emerges into the very changed world of 1972. He returns to Collinwood Manor to find that his once-grand estate has fallen into ruin. The dysfunctional remnants of the Collins family have fared little better and are in need of his protection.

**Dark Water (DVD SCI-FI DAR)** 105 min. 2005. Dahlia, recently separated from her husband, has started a new life. With a new job and a new apartment, she is determined to raise her daughter, Ceci. In the midst of a custody battle, mysterious noises and leaks of dark water cause her frantic search for the cause.

**Darkest Hour (DVD SCI-FI DAR)** 89 min. 2011. Five young people are stranded in Moscow, fighting to survive in the wake of a devastating alien attack.

**Daybreakers (DVD SCI-FI DAY)** 98 min. 2010. In the year 2019, an unknown plague has transformed the world's population into vampires. As the human population nears extinction, so does the blood supply. Now the vampires must find a blood substitute before time runs out. Researcher Edward Dalton and a clandestine group of vampires have made a remarkable discovery, one which has the power to save the human race.

**Devil Inside (DVD DRAMA DEV)** 83 min. 2012. In 1989, Maria Rossi placed a 911 call, confessing that she had brutally killed three people. Twenty years later, her daughter Isabella seeks to understand the truth. She travels to the Centrino Hospital for the Criminally Insane in Italy to determine if her mother is mentally ill or demonically possessed. She recruits two exorcists to cure her mom using unconventional methods.

**Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (DVD SCI-FI DR)** Contains both the original 1931 uncut version (96 min.) starring Frederic March, for which he won an Oscar and the 1941 remake (113 min.) with Spencer Tracy in the title role. A doctor’s experiments turn him into a fiend.

**Dracula (DVD SCI-FI DRA)** 1)75 min. 1931. A Carpathian count leaves terror in his wake as he travels from his home in eastern Europe to lease Carfax Abbey in London. This version is based on the hit Broadway stage adaptation of Bram Stoker's novel, by Hamilton Deane and John L. Balderston. 2)130 min. 1992. Francis Ford Coppola creates a modern masterpiece. Gary Oldman's metamorphosis as Dracula who grows from old to young, from man to beast is nothing short of amazing. Winona Ryder brings equal intensity to the role of a young beauty who becomes the object of Dracula's desire. Anthony Hopkins co-stars as the doctor who believes in Dracula and dares to confront him.

**Drag Me to Hell (DVD SCI-FI DRA)** 99 min. 2009. Christine Brown is an ambitious L.A. loan officer. When Mrs. Ganush goes to the bank for an extension on her home loan, Christine denies the extension, dispossessing her of her home. A supernatural curse besets the Christine, and her life becomes a living hell.

**Dreamcatcher: Evil Slips Through (DVD SCI-FI DRE)** 136 min. 2003. Four friends with an unusual power become stranded in a blizzard and are confronted by a deadly alien force. The fate of the world is in their hands.

**The Evil Dead (DVD SCI-FI EVI)** 85 min. 2002. The evil dead lie in wait for the one ancient incantation that will give them license to attack the living. Five vacationing college students unwittingly resurrect these demons. One by one, the students are transformed into monsters whose own thirst for revenge becomes insatiable.
The Exorcism of Emily Rose (DVD DRAMA EXO) 119 min. 2005. College student Emily (Jennifer Carpenter) believes she is possessed. When medical care doesn’t seem to work, she turns to her church. While under the care of her priest (Tom Wilkinson), she dies. The priest is arrested and tried for her death.

The Exorcist (DVD SCI-FI EXO) 132 min. 1973. In this frightening and realistic tale, an innocent girl is inhabited by a terrifying entity and her mother frantically resolves to save her. Two priests, one doubt-ridden, the other a rock of faith, join in battling ultimate evil, leaving viewers breathless.

Fido (DVD COMEDY FID) 92 min. 2007. Timmy's best friend is a rotting zombie named Fido. Fido eats the next-door neighbor, Mom and Dad hit the roof, and Timmy has to go to the ends of the Earth to keep him.

Final Destination (DVD SCI-FI FIN) 128 min. 2009. While at the races, Nick O'Bannon has a premonition in which multiple race cars crash, sending flaming debris into the stands, brutally killing his friends and causing the upper deck of the stands to collapse on him. When he comes out of this grisly nightmare, Nick panics and persuades his girlfriend and their friends to leave. They escape seconds before his vision becomes a reality. As his premonitions continue and the crash survivors begin to die, Nick must figure out how to cheat death. Also available are sequels 2, 4, and 5.

Firestarter and Firestarter 2: Rekindled (DVD SCI-FI FIR) 284 min. 2004. These films chronicle the extraordinary life of Charlene "Charlie" McGee, whose paranormal ability to start fires with her mind has her on the run from the clandestine government agency known as "The shop."

The Fly and Return of the Fly (DVD SCI-FI FLY) The Fly (94 min., 1958) is the story of a scientist experimenting with the transmission of matter from one place to another. When a housefly accidentally enters the machinery with him, the scientist and housefly are combined into two hybrid creatures. Return of the Fly (78 min., 1959) takes up the story of the scientist's son, who continues his father's experiments 15 years later.

1408 (DVD SCI-FI FOU) 104 min. 2007. Based on the short story by Stephen King, this film features renowned horror novelist Mike Enslin, who writes bestsellers discrediting paranormal events in infamous sites around the world. Enslin's view is about to change forever when he checks into suite 1408 of the notorious Dolphin Hotel. Defying the warnings of the hotel manager, the author is the first person in years to stay in the reputedly haunted room. Now Enslin must go from skeptic to true believer, all while trying to survive the night.

The Fourth Kind (DVD SCI-FI FOU) 98 min. 2009. Since the 1960s, Nome, Alaska, has seen a disproportionate number of its population reported missing every year. Despite multiple FBI investigations of the region, the truth has never been discovered. Psychologist Dr. Abigail Tyler begins videotaping sessions with traumatized patients and unwittingly discovers disturbing evidence of alien abduction.

Frankenstein: The Man Who Made a Monster (DVD SCI-FI FRA) 71 min. 1931. Scientist Dr. Viktor Frankenstein makes a creature from parts of corpses and then abandons his creation, with tragic consequences. This is on the American Film Institute’s list of 100 best movies. Also available is Frankenstein: the Legacy Collection (DVD SCI-FI FRA) 1931, 1935, 1939, 1942, and 1944.

Friday the 13th (DVD SCI-FI FRI) 106 min. 2009. College kids seeking a weekend of kicks make a horrible mistake. They've come to party at eerie Crystal Lake, the deadly domain of killer Jason Voorhees. This is a remake of the Jason legend for today's horror fan, including the subterranean lair that is Jason's den of torture and fear. He discovers the mask that hides his deformed face. This version contains intense violence.
Fright Night (DVD SCI-FI FRI) 106 min. 2011. Senior Charley Brewster finally has it all: he's running with the cool kids and dating the hottest girl in high school. Then charming Jerry Dandrige moves in next door. Charlie thinks there's something odd about him, although no one, including his mom, notices. After his classmates start to vanish, Charley believes that Jerry is a vampire preying on his neighborhood!

The Fury (DVD SCI-FI FUR) 118 min. 1978. A father tries to rescue his son from the government agency that is using him in their secret mind-control experiments. During his search, he encounters a young girl whose frightening psychic powers help precipitate the final confrontation between pursued and pursuers.

Godzilla (DVD SCI-FI GOD) 139 min. 1998. Nuclear testing resurrects Godzilla, and it's up to a select group of people to stop him before he completely destroys New York City and perhaps the world. Also available is Godzilla (DVD SCI-FI GOD), which presents the 1954 Japanese version and the 1956 American reworking. It's also a remarkably humane and melancholy drama made in Japan at a time when the country was still reeling from nuclear attack and H-bomb testing. Its rampaging radioactive beast, the poignant embodiment of an entire population’s fears, became a beloved international icon of destruction, spawning more than twenty sequels and spinoffs.

The Grudge (DVD SCI-FI GRU) 91 min. 2004. Karen, an American nurse in Tokyo, agrees to cover the shift of another nurse. When she enters the assigned home, the patient is in a catatonic state. Karen hears sounds and investigates. She is terrorized by an evil that was born years before. Now she must stop it. Based on the Japanese thriller, Ju-On (DVD FOREIGN JUO). Also available is the 2007 Grudge 2 (DVD SCI-FI GRU).

Halloween (DVD SCI-FI HAL) 92 min. 1978. In 1963, six-year-old Michael Myers brutally killed his older sister. The silent child was incarcerated in the Smith's Grove Sanitarium under the care of psychiatrist Sam Loomis. Michael's hometown of Haddonfield was slowly beginning to forget the tragic crime. That is until Loomis returns to the town to warn them of Myers' escape from Smith's Grove. With Michael set on killing a group of high school students, Loomis gets the hesitant town sheriff to help him stop Michael.

Hellraiser III, Hell on Earth (DVD SCI-FI HEL) 93 min. 1992. TV reporter Joey Summerskill is on assignment at a hospital when a bloody teenaged boy is rushed into the emergency room. As Joey watches, the writhing boy is literally torn apart by chains impaling his body. Fleeing, Joey follows the victim's girlfriend to a downtown nightclub, the Boiler Room. In the apartment above the Boiler Room rests the owner's newly purchased sculpture: a pillar etched with distorted figures and faces. Among the frozen images is Pinhead!

House of Wax (DVD SCI-FI HOU) 165 min. 1953. A sculptor of wax figures is horrified when his partner sets fire to their unpopular museum to collect the insurance money. As the wax figures melt amid the blaze, the two men fight. The sculptor is left to perish. He resurfaces years later to launch his own wax museum, but the opening coincides with the disappearance of dead bodies from the morgue. His assistant suspects foul play when the sculptor begins eyeing his assistant's friend as a model for a waxed figure of Marie Antoinette.

The Incredible Shrinking Man (DVD SCI-FI INC) 81 min. 1957. When Scott Carey encounters a mysterious radioactive mist on a boating trip, his life takes on a bizarre and frightening twist as he shrinks to a mere two inches. Ordinary household situations loom over him with lethal intensity as a playful cat becomes a demon and a spider is a gargantuan monster.

The Innkeepers (DVD SCI-FI INN) 101 min. 2011. After over one hundred years of service, the Yankee Pedlar Inn is closing. The remaining employees, Claire and Luke, are determined to uncover proof that it is one of New England's haunted hotels. As the Inn's final days draw near, the pair of minimum wage "ghost hunters" experiences alarming events that may cause them to be mere footnotes in the hotel's long unexplained history.
Insidious (DVD SCI-FI INS)  102 min.  2011.  Josh and Renai have a happy family until tragedy strikes their young son, and he begins to experience things that science cannot explain. Now they must try to prevent evil spirits from trapping their comatose child in a realm called The Further.

The Invasion (DVD SCI-FI INV)  99 min.  2008.  A space shuttle burns up on reentry, spreading debris across the United States. Tucker Kaufman, a member of the CDC, visits a crash site and cuts his hand. Dr. Carol Bennell notices people acting strangely. She turns to Dr. Ben Driscoll, who takes a sample of the material, which is not from Earth. Carol's son, Oliver, has nightmares, but Carol thinks it is because he is about to see Tucker, his father. Tucker has been infected and shows little emotion. One of Carol's patients complains that her husband is acting differently. People are staring at Carol as she walks by, and no one shows emotion when a woman is hit by a car. Carol must stay awake, find her son, and try to get to Fort Dix to make an antidote.

Invasion of the Body Snatchers (DVD SCI-FI INV)  80 min.  1956.  Plant-like extraterrestrials have invaded Santa Mira, a small town in California, replicating the villagers in giant seed "pods" and taking possession of their souls while they sleep. In a race for his life, Dr. Bennell escapes to warn the world of the deadly invasion.

The Invisible Man: Legacy Collection (DVD SCI-FI INV)  386 min.  Includes The Invisible Man, 1933; The Invisible Man Returns, 1940; The Invisible Woman, 1940; Invisible Agent, 1942; and The Invisible Man’s Revenge, 1944. All are filmed in black and white, based on the classic novel by H. G. Wells. A scientist discovers a way of becoming invisible, but can’t reverse the process and is driven to madness and murder.

Jaws (DVD SCI-FI JAW)  125 min.  1975.  When a great white shark menaces the small island community of Amity, a police chief, a marine scientist, and a grizzled fisherman set out to stop it. This ground-breaking film set the standard for scary creature-features to come. The musical theme has become a part of our culture. This is on the American Film Institute’s list of 100 best movies.

Jennifer’s Body (DVD SCI-FI JEN)  102 min.  2009.  Needy is a bookworm, but her best friend Jennifer is a conceited cheerleader. They share even less in common when Jennifer gains an appetite for human blood after a fire at a local bar. Soon, Needy's male classmates are killed in gruesome attacks and she must uncover the truth behind her friend's transformation and find a way to stop the bloodthirsty rampage before it reaches her own boyfriend.

King Kong (DVD SCI-FI KIN)  104 min.  1933.  Carl Denham is a filmmaker and entrepreneur leading an expedition to Skull Island, where natives pay homage to "Kong," the king of the island. Denham’s beautiful starlet, Ann Darrow, is captured by the natives to become Kong’s bride. The ship's first mate, Jack Driscoll, who is in love with Ann, rescues her. Denham then captures the creature, which he calls "King Kong," and takes him to New York. Don't miss the scene at the top of the Empire State Building. This is on the American Film Institute’s list of 100 best movies. Also available is Peter Jackson’s 2006 version (DVD SCI-FI KIN).

Kongo (DVD DRAMA KON)  86 min.  1932.  This nearly forgotten horror film is a remake of West of Zanzibar (1928). A wheelchair user rules part of Africa as a living god. He rules the local natives through superstition and stage magic, and he rules the few white people through sadism, keeping them virtual prisoners. He lives for the day he can avenge himself on the man who stole his wife and crushed his spine.

The Last Exorcism (DVD SCI-FI LAS)  87 min.  2011.  A reverend travels to a farm to perform and film what he believes to be his last routine exorcism. He is unprepared for the unspeakable horror he finds. Now he must find a way to save the family, film crew, and himself before it's too late.
**The Last Lovecraft: Relic of Cthulhu** (DVD SCI-FI LAS) 79 min. 2009. After a man learns that he is the last living relative of H.P. Lovecraft, he discovers that the fictional monsters are actually real and he must protect an alien relic that could be used to unleash an ancient evil on the world.

**The Last Winter** (DVD SCI-FI LAS) 101 min. 2008. An unknown evil is stalking a group of oil scouts in northern Alaska, and they soon find that not everything under the ice and snow is buried for good.

**Let Me In** (DVD SCI-FI LET) 115 min. 2010. Based on the book by John Ajvide Lindqvist. Abby, an eerily self-possessed girl, emerges from her curtained apartment only at night and always barefoot, immune to the winter elements. Owen, an alienated 12-year-old boy, recognizes a fellow outcast and opens up to her. But after a string of murders, Owen has to confront the reality that this seemingly innocent girl might be hiding a secret.

**Let the Right One In** (DVD FOREIGN LET) 114 min. 2009. Based on the novel by John Ajvide Lindqvist. 12-year-old Oscar is a fragile, bullied boy who forms a bond with Eli, a beautiful but peculiar girl who moves into his building. Oscar does not know that she and her father are vampires. When disappearances and murders start, suspicions mount. Eli must move on to stay alive or stay to help Oscar the only way she knows how.

**The Mist** (DVD SCI-FI MIS) 127 min. 2007. Based on the novella by Stephen King. Dave Drayton notices a strange mist on the lake and, while going to the grocery store, sees the army, the firefighters, and the police heading toward the mist. His neighbor Brent mentions "Project Arrowhead," a secret military plan. When a man runs into the market with a bloody nose, the store is besieged by creatures that they must battle.

**The Mothman Prophecies** (DVD SCI-FI MOT) 119 min. 2002. This story is based on events in Point Pleasant, West Virginia. Distraught by the sudden death of his wife, a journalist is drawn to a West Virginia town, where his car strands him. He learns that many of the town's residents have been beset by bizarre events, including sightings of an eerie "moth-like" entity similar to the one seen by his late wife.

**The Mummy** (DVD SCI-FI MUM) 74 min. 1932. In 1921, an Egyptian expedition starring Boris Karloff finds a mummy of Egyptian Prince Im-Ho-Tep, condemned and buried alive. The Scroll of Thoth is also found, which brings the mummy to life. Ten years later, the mummy tries to reunite with his reincarnated lost love. Also available is the remake (1999) with Brendan Fraser and Rachel Weisz **(DVD SCI-FI MUM)**. The Legacy Collection, a 2-disc set includes *The Mummy's Hand* (1940), *The Mummy's Tomb* (1942), *The Mummy's Ghost* (1944) and *The Mummy's Curse* (1944).

**Night of the Living Dead** (DVD SCI-FI NIG) 96 min. 1968. A simple, peaceful countryside is terrorized by killer zombies with only one thing on their minds – destroy all humans. A small stronghold of survivors must hold the zombies at bay outside an old, abandoned house for any future hope of humanity.

**A Nightmare on Elm Street** (DVD SCI-FI NIG) 95 min. 2010. Five teens living on one street all dream of a man with a disfigured face, a frightening voice, and a gardener's glove with knives for fingers. He terrorizes them within their dreams, where the only way out is to wake up. But when one among them dies, they soon realize that what happens in their dreams happens for real and the only way to stay alive is to stay awake.

**The Ninth Gate** (DVD SCI-FI NIN) 133 min. 1999. Johnny Depp stars as a book dealer hired by a book collector of *The Nine Gates of the Kingdom of Shadows* to find the remaining copies that can summon the devil.

**Nosferatu: A Symphony of Horror** (DVD FOREIGN NOS) 81 min. 1922. This first film version of Bram Stoker’s *Dracula* is now a silent classic. Count Orlock leaves his castle in the Carpathians and travels by ship, bringing coffins filled with dirt and plague rats to Bremen, where he is destroyed by sunlight.
**Orphan (DVD SCI-FI ORP)** 123 min. 2009. After the loss of their unborn baby, Kate and John Coleman adopt a child. They welcome Esther, a 9-year-old orphan, into their home. A series of events leads Kate to believe that there's something wrong – this seemingly angelic little girl is not what she appears to be.

**The Orphanage (DVD FOREIGN ORP)** 105 min. 2007. Laura purchases her beloved childhood orphanage to restore and reopen the abandoned facility as a place for disabled children. The new environment awakens the imagination of Laura's son. His fantasy games played with an invisible friend quickly turn into something more disturbing. Upon seeing her family increasingly threatened by the strange occurrences in the house, Laura looks to a group of parapsychologists for help in unraveling the mystery that has taken over the place.

**Paranormal Activity (DVD SCI-FI PAR)** 99 min. 2007. Katie and Micah are a young middle class couple who are engaged to be married. After moving into a suburban 'starter' house in San Diego, California, they hear noises while trying to sleep. They try communicating through an Ouija board, angering the spirit. Now they may never sleep again, or they may never wake up! **Paranormal Activity 2 (DVD SCI-FI PAR)** 91 min. 2010. Just as Dan and Kristi welcome a baby into their home, a demonic presence terrorizes them, turning their world into an inescapable nightmare. Security cameras capture the torment, making every minute horrifyingly real. Also available is **Paranormal Activity 3 (DVD SCI-FI PAR)** 83 min. 2011.

**A Perfect Getaway (DVD SCI-FI PER)** 108 min. 2009. Cliff and Cydney are celebrating their honeymoon by backpacking to a beautiful and remote beach in Hawaii. Hiking the wild, secluded trails, they believe they have found paradise. When they encounter frightened hikers discussing the murder of another newlywed couple on the islands, they consider turning back, but decide to join two other couples. Far from civilization or rescue, everyone begins to look like a threat and nobody knows whom to trust as a battle for survival begins.

**Phantom of the Opera (DVD SCI-FI PHA)** 92 min. 1925. An understudy at the Paris Opéra is guided to stardom by a mysterious and compelling voice that emanates from behind the walls of her dressing room. The voice eventually summons her to a meeting with a sinister man whose face is covered by a mask. This original stars Lon Chaney.

**Pitch Black (DVD SCI-FI PIT)** 112 min. 1999. When a group of marooned passengers face terrifying creatures whose only weakness is the light, they turn to a vicious convict who has an appetite for destruction and eerie eyes that can guide them through the darkness.

**Poltergeist (DVD SCI-FI POL)** 114 min. 1982. Supernatural forces invade a peaceful California home and a family’s life is turned a supernatural sideshow. The youngest daughter, in the famous scene before the family’s television set, tells her mother, “They’re here.”

**Pontypool (DVD SCI-FI PON)** 96 min. 2008. Shock jock Grant Mazzy has been kicked off the airwaves and now works at a small-town morning show. Another day on the job turns deadly when reports pile in of people developing strange speech patterns and becoming violent. Before long, Mazzy discovers that the behavior is caused by a deadly virus being spread through language. He has to decide whether to stay on the air in the hopes of being rescued, or deny the virus the opportunity to leap over the airwaves and into the world.

**Psycho (DVD SCI-FI PSY)** 109 min. 1960. This Hitchcock thriller starring Anthony Perkins and Janet Leigh revolves around a mother and son and an unforgettable shower scene at the now-infamous Bates Motel. It is on the American Film Institute’s list of 100 best movies.
Re-Cycle (DVD FOREIGN REC) 109 min. 2008. When a bestselling novelist decides to write a horror novel, she opens up the door to a terrifying realm of the supernatural, guided by one of her book's phantasmagorical creations now come to life. To return, she now must confront a secret from her past.

Red Riding Hood (DVD SCI-FI RED) 100 min. 2011. Valerie is a beautiful young woman torn between two men. She is in love with a brooding outsider, Peter, but her parents have arranged for her to marry the wealthy Henry. Unwilling to lose each other, Valerie and Peter are planning to run away together when they learn that Valerie's older sister has been killed by the werewolf that prowls the dark forest surrounding their village.

The Relic (DVD SCI-FI REL) 110 min. 1997. An evolutionary biologist joins forces with a Chicago cop to unravel the mystery behind the mangled corpses that keep popping up around her museum during an opening night gala. Sure enough, there's a monster to blame, sprung from a strange artifact of South American origin.

Repulsion (DVD DRAMA REP) 105 min. 1965. Carol is a fragile, frigid young Belgian beauty cracking up over the course of a terrifying weekend. Left alone by her vacationing sister in their London flat, she finds herself haunted by specters, real and imagined, as her insanity grows to a violent pitch.

Resident Evil: Apocalypse (DVD SCI-FI RES) 94 min. 2004. After the re-opening of the Hive and the T-Virus, the Umbrella Corporation quarantines the whole city, disabling anyone from leaving. Among those trapped within are members of the suspended STARS group. Alice, now a genetically modified project, has to accept a deal with Dr. Ashford, a scientist whose daughter has gone missing, and escort her out of the city. If Alice accepts, he'll ensure that the group is safely flown out of the quarantined city before the deadly Nemesis eliminates them all. Follow-ups include Resident Evil: Extinction (DVD SCI-FI RES) 94 min., 2008, and Resident Evil: Afterlife (DVD SCI-FI RES) 96 min. 2010.

Rosemary’s Baby (DVD SCI-FI ROS) 136 min. 1968. After unwittingly becoming friendly with a coven of witches and warlocks, a young wife is impregnated by the Devil.

Scanners (DVD SCI-FI SCA) 103 min. 1980. Supernaturals with the power to destroy human beings through telepathy are bent on taking over the world while a young artist races against time to stop them.

Scream 4 (DVD SCI-FI SCR) 111 min. 2011. In this newest installment of the film that ushered in a new wave of horror in the 1990s, Sidney Prescott, now the author of a self-help book, returns home to Woodsboro on the last stop of her book tour. There she reconnects with Sheriff Dewey and Gale, who are now married, as well as her cousin Jill. Unfortunately, Sidney's appearance also brings about the return of Ghost Face, putting her friends and the whole town of Woodsboro in danger.

Secret Window (DVD DRAMA SEC) 96 min. 2004. Famed mystery writer Mort Rainey is unexpectedly confronted at his lake house by a stranger named John Shooter. Claiming Mort has plagiarized his short story, the psychotic Shooter demands justice. When Shooter's demands turn to threats and then to murder, Mort turns to a private detective. When nothing stops the horror, Mort discovers he can't trust anyone or anything.

Shades of Darkness (DVD DRAMA SHA) 318 min. 1983. Six bizarre, inexplicable, and frightening ghost stories delve into the world of the supernatural, as told by some of the greatest mystery authors of all time: The Lady's Maid's Bell, Afterward, The Maze, Bewitched, The Intercessor, and The Demon Lover.

Shaun of the Dead (DVD COMEDY SHA) 99 min. 2004. When flesh eating zombies go on the hunt for a bite to eat, it is up to Shaun and his best pal to save their friends and family from becoming the next entree.
**The Shining** (DVD SCI-FI SHI) 142 min. 1980. Using a telepathic gift, the son of the winter caretakers for an isolated hotel sees visions of the hotel's past. As the father slips into insanity, convinced by a waiter's ghost to "correct" the family, the only hope may be his son. This film is based on a novel by Stephen King.

**Sixth Sense** (DVD SCI-FI SIX) 107 min. 1999. Malcolm Crowe is a psychologist who takes on the case of a young boy who "sees dead people." This story with a twist was produced, written, and directed by M. Night Shyamalan and is on the American Film Institute's list of 100 best movies.

**The Snowtown Murders** (DVD DRAMA SNO) 120 min. 2012. Based on horrifying crimes discovered in Snowtown, Australia in 1999, this film follows a mother raising her three boys in a poor suburb. She takes up with a new man, hoping for security but instead welcoming a vicious predator into her home. It was a 2011 Cannes Film Festival Award Winner.

**Something Wicked This Way Comes** (DVD FAMILY SOM) 96 min. 1983. Terrible things happen when Mr. Dark and his Pandemonium Carnival come to town. Can two young boys overcome the worst the devil himself can deal out? Wishes are granted, but twisted as only Mr. Dark can make them. This movie is based on the Ray Bradbury novel of the same name.

**Soylent Green** (DVD SCI-FI SOY) 97 min. 1973. The setting is 21st century New York, with 40 million citizens, mostly unemployed. Environmental erosion is almost complete and voluntary death is encouraged by the government. For their food, the people have grown to rely almost totally on a greenish, wafer-like substance called soylent. As a cop investigates the murder of a magnate in the dictatorial Soylent Company, he comes face to face with the hideous truth about the secret ingredient of "Soylent Green."

**Stake Land** (DVD SCI-FI STA) 98 min. 2011. America has fallen. A vampiric scourge sweeps the nation, turning brother on brother and parent on child as the blood-hungry beasts take a deeper hold upon the land. The survivors struggle to know whether to be more afraid of the creatures or the violent religious groups that have sprung up in response, but there is clearly only one choice: fight or die.

**Stir of Echoes** (DVD DRAMA STI) 94 min. 1999. After Tom is hypnotized at a neighborhood party, he sees things he can't explain and hears voices he can't ignore. As the visions intensify, he realizes they are echoes of a crime calling out to be solved.

**Sweeney Todd** (DVD MUSICAL SWE) 117 min. 2007. Reinventing himself as Sweeney Todd, a man unjustly sent to prison returns to exact revenge on those who ruined his life, especially the evil Judge Turpin. He also seeks retribution for what happened to his wife and daughter. He returns to his home town, reopens his barber shop, and becomes the Demon of Fleet Street. Mrs. Lovett is Sweeney's amorous accomplice who creates diabolical meat pies out of the remains of Mr. Todd's victims.

**Them** (DVD FOREIGN THE) 77 min. 2006. Clémentine, a teacher at the French School in Bucharest, lives in a remote estate in Snagow with her husband Lucas, a writer. During the night, they hear weird noises outside and see their car being stolen. Then the house lights go off, the phone dies, their property gate is trespassed, and they are surrounded by weird persons with lights. They hide in the cellar and try to escape a night of pure terror.

**Them!** (DVD SCI-FI THE) 92 min. 1954. Man has split the atom and created the ultimate weapon. But how could he have known he would also create Them!? The terror begins when a hard-nosed patrolman discovers a dazed child wandering in the New Mexico desert near a car and house trailer destroyed by a mysterious force. He next discovers a ransacked general store; its cash drawers are full but the sugar supply is missing. And on the floor lies a battered corpse containing enough formic acid to kill 20 men.
The Thing from Another World (DVD SCI-FI THI) 87 min. 1951. A team of scientists, investigating a magnetic disturbance near the North Pole, discovers a disc-shaped object and some sort of man-like creature frozen beneath the ice.

Thir13en Ghosts (DVD SCI-FI THI) 91 min. 2001. After a tragedy, a family discovers that the home they've inherited from an eccentric uncle is inhabited by sinister phantoms. Once the 12 ghosts are unlocked from the basement, there is only the need for one more fresh ghost to fulfill an evil prophesy.

3 Vincent Price Greatest Horror Classics of All Time (DVD SCI-FI THR) 241 min.  House on Haunted Hill, 1958: Eccentric millionaire Fredrick Loren and his fourth wife, Annabelle, invite five people to a “haunted house” party. Whoever stays for one night will earn $10,000. All the guests are trapped in the house with ghosts, murderers, and other terrors. The Last Man on Earth, 1959: Dr. Robert Morgan is the only survivor of a world-wide plague. He is all alone now...or so it seems. Plague victims leave their graves, a hellish undead army thirsting for blood...his! The Bat, 1964; A killer known as “The Bat” is on the loose in a mansion full of people.

Trigger Man (DVD ACTION TRI) 80 min. 2007. In this film inspired by true events, Reggie, Sean, and Ray leave Manhattan to go deer hunting in Delaware and drink a beer in the woods away from city responsibilities that are forcing the friends apart. With one well-aimed shot, a walk in the sun is transformed into a fight for survival.

Underworld (DVD SCI-FI UND) 121 min. 2003. The Vampires and the Lycans have been at war for centuries. Selene is a vampire Death Dealer who learns that the Lycans plan to capture Michael. As Selene tracks Michael, she thinks that the Lycans are planning to attack the Death Dealers. The vampire Kraven is certain the Lycans do not have that kind of intelligence. As Selene shadows Michael, she wants to protect him, but when he's attacked by the werewolf leader Lucian, the man she wants to save has become a sworn enemy.

Vacancy (DVD SCI-FI VAC) 85 min. 2007. When David and Amy Fox’s car strands them in the middle of nowhere, they find a motel that broadcasts strange Grade-Z slasher movies for its guests. The set is the very room David and Amy are occupying. They are trapped in their room with hidden cameras filming their every move. They search for an escape through locked doors, crawlspaces and underground tunnels, all before they become the newest stars of the mystery filmmaker's next cult classic.

Vanishing on 7th Street (DVD SCI-FI VAN) 90 min. 2011. In this apocalyptic thriller, an unexplained blackout leaves Detroit in darkness and causes the population to vanish. As the sun rises, a handful of survivors seeking refuge realize the few light sources are all that protect them from the impending dark terror.

Wake Wood (DVD SCI-FI WAK) 90 min. 2009. Still grieving the death of nine-year-old Alice, who was killed by a savage dog, Pat and Louise move to the town of Wake Wood, where they learn of a pagan ritual that will allow them three more days with Alice. The couple finds the idea disturbing and exciting, but once they agree to the terms, a far bigger question looms: what will they do when it is time for Alice to go back?

The Watcher in the Woods (DVD FAMILY WAT) 84 min. 1981. Paranormal appearances haunt an American family in an old English house in the woods. The two daughters see a teenaged girl who vanished during a solar eclipse decades before. The film stars Bette Davis and Carroll Baker.

What Ever Happened to Baby Jane? (DVD DRAMA WHA) 135 min. 1962. In a decaying Hollywood mansion, Jane Hudson, a former child star, and her sister Blanche, a movie queen forced into retirement after a crippling accident, live in virtual isolation.
**What Lies Beneath (DVD DRAMA WHA)** 130 min. 2000. Norman Spencer, a university scientist, is concerned about his wife, Claire, a cellist who had a serious auto accident. Claire hears voices and witnesses eerie occurrences at their lakeside Vermont home. Claire tells her therapist that the house might be haunted by a ghost. His advice? Try to make contact.

**Wolf Creek (DVD SCI-FI WOL)** 104 min. 2005. Three pals in their twenties hike through Wolf Creek National Park in the Australian Outback, but they return from their hike to find that their car will not start. A friendly local bushman named Mick Taylor offers them a ride, but their troubles have just begun.

**The Wolf Man: the Legacy Collection (DVD SCI-FI WOL)** 280 min. This set includes *The Wolf Man*, 1941, when a man attacked by a werewolf finds that he becomes one himself under a full moon; *Werewolf of London*, 1935, where Dr. Glendon is attacked in the dark by a strange animal while on a botanical expedition in Tibet; *Frankenstein meets the Wolf Man*, 1943, in which grave robbers open the grave of the Wolf Man and awake him; and *She-Wolf of London*, 1946, where a young heiress discovers evidence of a nighttime family curse.

**The Wolfman (DVD SCI-FI WOL)** 119 min. 2010. Lawrence Talbot is lured back to his family estate to investigate the savage murder of his brother by a bloodthirsty beast. There, Talbot must confront his childhood demons, his estranged father, his brother's grieving fiancée, and a suspicious Scotland Yard inspector. When Talbot is bitten by the creature, he becomes eternally cursed and discovers a fate far worse than death.